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FALLS PREVENTION

For those  of you at home, it can be quiet difficult to be 

inside and not as active as you normally are.

This leaflet will give you some tips on staying active and 

advice on how to keep safe when you might not have 

as many people coming and going around you.

There can be quiet a few hazards around the home.

You can minimise your risk of having a tumble or 

hurting yourself by looking at your home environment, 

your own personal behaviour and  keeping yourself 

strong over this period. 

HOME ENVIRONMENT:

• Have you loose rugs or mats? Loose them or stick 

them down.

• Use the handrail on the stairs and keep it well lit

• Clear the clutter! keep walkways clear of cables, 

excess boxes, bags and multiple pairs of wellies. 

Mop up spills and wet areas.

• Make sure to sit down to get dressed and put on 

your shoes , try avoid “slip”pers as the name says it 

all. Put shoes on correctly, and tied tightly.

• Try and keep your home warm.cold muscles work 

less efficiently. Try and eat well so you have enough 

energy.

• Be mindful of your medication. Be sure to let your 

chemist or Doctor know if medicine not agreeing 

with you.

Hope you have found the information useful.

We expect to see a big spring in your steps next time 

we see you!

 Amy Walsh and Sile Burns

Physioherapists
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WHAT TO DO IF YOU FALL?

DON’T PANIC

• Its natural to feel shocked and shaken after you 

have a fall but try to stay calm.

• Follow pics on page 6 to help you get off the floor.

• If you are unable to get up, move to a softer, 

warmer surface. 

• If possible keep warm. Move out of a draft. Try to 

reach for something to cover yourself with.

• We advise that during this time period you leave 

a blanket/ bottle of water in each frequently used 

room.

• Try not to lie in one position for too long as you 

may get cold. Roll from side to side and move 

arms and legs if possible.

• If you need to empty your bladder while on the 

floor, use a newspaper or item of clothing to mop 

the wet and move to a dry spot.

• Tell your family if you have fallen.
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• Put things most used on a shelf near you, if you 

need to get something off the floor hold onto 

something sturdy or get a long handled grabber.

• Avoid sitting in too low a chair, use a chair with 

arms. Pause when you stand before moving on.

• Keep the area around the phone free from clutter.

• It is important to tell the people who phone you 

regularly to allow the phone to ring enough times 

to allow you to answer without rushing.

• It is a good idea to keep a list of important numbers 

in one place.

• Consider using a personal alarm. This can be got 

by contacting  your local community Garda. Garda 

Liam Ryan can be contacted at 0238821570.

• Wear it at all times, people would rather it was 

pressed in error rather than you needing help and 

not having it on you.

• If you live in an area with reception you may 

consider converting your phone to a DORO phone. 

Your usual sim will fit in and it is a special phone 

designed for seniors. it has a panic button and 

automatically will ring numbers you’ve identified if 

pressed.

Now for the fun bit! 

EXERCISE

• Sitting for too long will cause your muscles to 

weaken. Keeping active helps to maintain your 

strength and balance.

• Nothing should hurt but its ok if the muscles 

complain a bit!

• Try these 3 times a day. Start at 5 each and see if 

you can get to 10 or even 20!

SITTING EXERCISES

1. Sit to stand 5 times in a row… make sure you feet 

are shoulder width apart. Make sure you lower 

slowly to the chair.

2. March on the spot. Lift your knees high.   

Count to 20.

3. Straighten out your right leg, pull your feet towards 

your face and lower. change leg. Do 10 each side

4. Lift your heels and lower keeping toes down. Do 

this to the count of 20.

5. Lift your toes and keep heels down. Do this to the 

count of 20.

6. Reach both arms up to the ceiling. Feel a big 

stretch.

7. Turn your head to the left and right. Slowly and feel 

a nice stretch.

8. Fold your arms and turn your torso to the left, feel a 

good stretch and turn the other way.

STANDING EXERCISES

Stand at the sink holding on with both hands

1. March on the spot.. big high knees count to 20

2. Heel to bum and lower.. count to 20

3. Heel raises as far as you can onto your toes.. count 

to 10 x 2

4. Mini squats x 5 x 2. Only bend knees as low as 

comfortable.

5. Stand on right leg, take left leg out sideways 10 

times. Change leg

6. Rock your weight from side to side. Count to 20

7. Holding onto sink, stand on one leg for count of 

10, change legs

8. Stand facing a wall. Place hands on the wall and 

walk them up the wall as far as is comfortable. 

Feel a lovely stretch. Try and get higher every day.


